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1
This invention relates to the production of com-

positions consisting of or comprising uranium
deuteride and is particularly related to produc-
tion of uranium deuteride in a highly purified
state.

In accordance with the present invention, I
have provided uranium deuteride substantially
free from other impurities or in a concentrated
state as a uranium hydride-deuteride composition
in which the hydrogen content is preponderantly
heavy hydrogen and preferably in which at least
90 per cent of the hydrogen is heavy hydrogen.
The production of the deuteride is secured by re-
action of deuterium with metallic uranium and
must be conducted under conditions such that
little or no deuterium is lost. It has been found
that this may be effectively performed in a ckx+ed
system in which deuterium oxide is introduced,
and deuterium is generated from the deuterium
oxide and directly used in the system to form the
uranium deuteride, The Process may be Per-
formed in a manner such that completion of the
reaction may be automatically indicated as more
fully described hereinafter.

Difficulty is frequently encountered in effecting
the reaction of deuterium with certain forms of
uranium. Thus, when uranium powder is used
the reaction is often difficult to control and may
even occur with explosive violence. On the other
hand when sintered uranium powder is used the
uranium deuteride forms as a coating and the re-
action ceases until the deuteride has been re-
moved to expose a fresh uranium surface. In
accordance with the present invention it has been
found that many of the difi’lculties may be avoid-
ed by use of massive or dense uranium metal
which is free or substantially free from oxide
parting planes in the interior of the uranium
mass. When such uranium is used, uranium
deuteride is formed in a pulverulent state and
crumbles and falls from the uranium body there-
by continuously exposing fresh uranium to the
deuterium. The reaction proceeds so long as me-
talljc uranium is present and the temperature
of reaction is maintained.

The metalIic uranium used in accordance with
thla invention may be of high purity or may be
mixed, cent aminated or alloyed with other mate-
rials including tin, copper, bismuth, gold, silver
or other metal. The uranium may be alloyed
with these metals or merely physically mixed
therewith. Moreover the uranium may contain
other substances so long as it is substantially free
from internal oxide parting planes. Such ura-
nium or at least the uranium content of ura-
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nfum mixtures has a melting point not in excess
of about 1200° C. and in consequence has a density
of above 18 grams per cubic centimeter.

Oxide free uranium in massive state suitable
for use as herein contemplated may be prepared
by reduction of metallic uranium under condi-
tions such that the uranium becomes molten and
drains or stratifies to form a molten pool of ura-
nium from which the impurities separate as a
slag layer. Upon solidification of the pool the
uranium secured is dense and essentially massive.
For example uranium tetrafluoride or similar
halide may be reacted with an alkaline earth metal
such as magnesium or calcium with consequent
formation of an alkaline earth fluoride and ura-
nium metal at a temperature sufficiently high to
melt the uranium and cause It to separate from
the fluoride into a molten uranium pool. A11OYS
or mixtures of this uranium with other metals,
particularly those in which the uranium is the
preponderant component may be treated as here-
in contemplated.

The foregoing constitute the principal objects
of the invention and will be more fully understood
by reference to the specification and the accom-
panying drawing which is a diagrammatic sec-
tional view of apparatus for carrying out the
process.

The uranium deuteride produced in accordance
with the invention can be considered to be an
Intermetallic compound between urantum and
deuterium having the approximate composition
UD3. Analyses made on the basis of weight gain
upon formation of the compound indicate a sllght.
ly varying deuterium content depending upon
the manner In whk?h the uranium deuteride is
treated. Adsorption of the deuterium by the ura-
nium deuteride tends to increase the deuterium
content of the compound.

Broadly, the process embodying the invention
comprises forming uranium deuteride by bringing
deuterium in gaseous form into contact with mas-
sive uranium essentially free from internal oxide
parting planes at temperatures sumciently hjgh
to provide a reasonably rapid rate of reaction of
the deuterium and uranium. Preferably the proc-
ess includes preparing deuterium in gaseous form,
as by the reduction of deuterium oxide, and then
reacting such deuterium with uranium at ele-
vated temperatures to form uranium deuteride,
the reactions being carried out in a closed system.

The drawing illustrates one example of a suit-
able apparatus 1, for providing a closed system
wherein gaseous deuterium is prepared and re-
acted with urantum. This apparatus includes a
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dontainer for deuterium oxide such as receptacle
2 containing deuterium oxide 3 In an amount suf -

cock 32. If the process oompriaee pM@arh2 2&$-
em.s deuterium end reacting such deuterlum with

ficient to yield, by reduction of the deuterium uranium in the closed system i, stopcock82 is
oxide, the quantity of deuterium in gaseous form closed, thereby shutting off supply tube Si. If the
required for the formation of uranium deuteride 5 process includes reacting previously prepared
by the subsequent reaction of the deuterhun and deutm’ium with uranium in nmction chamber 22,
uranium. To increase the vaporisation of deute- stopcock 2I may be closed to shut off SUPPIYtube
rium oxide S over that obtained at robin temPera- t 9, and stopcock 32 is opened, thereby admitting
ture, water bath 4 is provided. Water bath 4, previously prepareddeuterium to reaetion oham-
heated by conventional heating means, not shown. lo ber 22 or deuterium may be supplied from both
raises the temperature of the deuterium oxide $ sources.
above room temperature, as for example, to a Reaction chamber 22 contains metallic uranium
temperature of approximately 30° C. The deute- 2S in massive or dense state and free from inter-
rium oxide in the form of vapor is admitted from nal oxide parting planes with which the gaseous
receptacle 2 to the closed system I through stop- 15 deuterium reacts h form uranium deuteride.
cock c. Preferably, the uranium metal X is in a form

For Paasase of the deuterium oxide vapor, tube
1 extends from receptacle 2 into reduction cham-

presenting a large surface area, as in the form
of turnings or the like. The reaction chamber

ber 8 which is of sufilcient sise to contain a re. 22 is surrounded by heating means 24 such as a
ducing agent 9. The reducing agent 9 may be go conventional electric fumace comprising awing
iron, ainc, or other material which will combine 26 containing electric heating elements 27. Heat.
with the oxygen of the deuterium oxide to form ing means 24 is adapted to maintain reaction
an oxide of the reducing agent 9 and release the
deuterium in gaseous form. Metallic uranium

chamber 22 at a suitable tem~erature, such as,
for example, between 150” C. and 400° C. for caus-

has been found to be particularly suitable for this 23 ing a reasonably rapid rate of reaction between
PurPose as it is highly reactive with deuterlum the gaseous deuterium and the metalllc uranium.
oxide vapor and causes a substantially complete Heating means 24 Includes suitable and conven-
reduction thereof. The reducing agent 8 is pref - tional control means for maintaining reaction
erably in a form such as to have exposed a large chamber 22 at the desired temperature.
surface are% as in the form of turnings or the :0 As it is desirable to remove residual atmos-
like, and is so arranged in reduction chamber 8 pheric oxygen from the system before carrying
as tc readily contact the c!euterium oxide vapor out the process, reaction chamber 22 is provided
coming from tube 1. Where metallic uranium is with outlet tube 28 which is connected to a oon -
used as a reducing agent, stable formation of ventional type of mechanical exhaust means, not
uranium deuterlde in the reduction chamber 8 35 shown, capable of obtaining a vacuum in the
is prevented by maintaining the uranium at a
high temperature.

system of the order of .1 millimeter mercury
pressure and the system is evacuated while stop-

The reduction chamber 8 is surrounded by cock 6 is closed. After evacuation, stopcock 19
heating means I I which, for example, may be of is Closed thereby closing the entire system.
conventional electric furnace construction and in 40 The variouse]ements of the apparatus are suit-
the simplest form may comprise furnace casing ably formed of a material, such as heat resistant
12 containing electric heating elements 13. Heat- glass, stainless steel, glass lined iron, etc., that
ing means I I is adapted to maintain reduction withstands elevated temperatures, resists corro-
chamber 8 at a suitable temperature SUfiicientJY sion, and does not contaminate or react with the
high to cause the iron or other metti to react with 45 substances present in the system. Manometer M
the deuterlum oxide to form deuterium, such as, or equivalent pressure indicating means may be
for example, at a temperature between 600” C. connected to the system on an extension of tube
and 80~ C., for the reduction of the deuterium 1 to indicate visually the pressures developed dur-
oxide vapor by reducing agent 9. Heating means ingthe process,
11 includes suitable control means, not shown, fio Where it is desired to obtain uranium deuteride
for maintaining reduction chamber 8 at the de- by a process in which previously Prepared deu-
sired temperatures. terium is reacted with uranium to form uranium

The gaseous deuterium resulting from the re- deuteride, stopcock 2 I is closed, thereby shutting
duction of the deuterhun oxide is conveyed from off reaction chamber 22 from the remainder of
reduction chamber 6 intc trap 18 by tube 14 which fi~ the SYStem, and Previously prePared deuterium
extends into the trap. The trap 16 removes unre- 1sadmitted under pressure from a deuterium sup-
duced deut.erium oxide vapor carried by the gas. ply chamber, not shown, to reaction chamber 22
eous deuterium, the purlhcation being effected by through supply tube Si by opening stopcock S2.
maintaining the trap at low temperatures, there- Reaction chamber 22, containing massive urani-
by causing condensation of any deut-srium oxide 00 urn metaI in the form of turnings or other con-
vapm present. Trap i 6 is cooled by suitable COOL venient form presenting a large surface area is
ing means such as, for examPle, solid carbon di- heated by furnace 24 to a favorable temperature
oxide 17 and acetme 18 contained in receptacle for the reaction between the uranium and deu-
15. The purified deuterium is conveyed from teriurn, a% for example, between 200” C. and
trap 16 into reaction chamber 22 through tube 65 400” C. In general, the reaction proceeds more
19 and stopcock 2i. rapidly as the temperature and Pressure of reac-

Where it is found desirable to eff8Ct the prep- tion chamber 22 la increased, the pressure of re-
aration of uranium deuteride by the reaction of action chamber 22 being automatically controlled
previously prepared deuterium and uranium met- by the rate of generation of the deuterium in the
al or to supplement deuterium prepared in chain- 7° closed SY*.
ber B, SUPPIYtube J I may be provided for intro- In carrying out the process in which gaseous
ducing Previously PrePared Saseoua deuterhnn deuterium is prepared in the system and then
from a source of gaseous deuterium, not shown. reacted with uranium, stopcock6 is ckreed,stop-
through tube t~ and into reaction chamber 22. cocks 2I and 29 are opened. and the system is
Supply tube 3 I may be opened and closed by stop- 75 evacuated through exhaust tube 26. After a suf-
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ficient vacuum has been obtained, stopcock29 sure goes below the decomposition Pressure the
is closed, thereby closing the system. Water bath formation of uranium deuteride la retarded until
4 is brought to a temperature of approximately further supply of deuterium to the reaction oham-
30” C, and stopcock 6 Is Opened to admit deu- ber increaaea the pradaure above the decomposi-
terhun oxide vapor to the reduction chamber 5 tion pressure whereupon deuteride formation
through tube 1. The reduction chamber contaln- proceeds.
lng reducing agent 9 fs maintained by furnace i I This affords a a$mple and effective means for
at a suitable temperature, such as between 600” C. controlling the rate of deuteride formation and
and 800” C., for the reduction of the deuteride for determining the thne at which the reaction
oxide vapor. The gaseous deuterium resulting 10 fs completed. Thus, at the start of the reaotion
from the reduction of the deuterium oxide in the deuterhun is supplied to chamber 22in an amount
reduction chamber passes through tube i4 into su121cie@to establish a deuterium pre$aure in ex-
the trap in which deuterium oxide vapor carried cess of the decomposit!lon preaaure but insufE-
by the deuterhun is condensed and removed. cierrt to cause the hydrogenation reaction to oc-

The dried deuterium fa conveyed by tube t 9 16 cur more or less explosively. Usually a pressure
from the trap into reaction chamber 22, main- which IS not over about 150 rnlllimeters above
tained at a suitable temperature by furnace 24, the decomposition Pressure Is established. In
in which the deuterium reacts with metallic urani- general deuterium is introduced substantially as
um 28 to form uranium deuteride. ReactJon rapidly as it is consumed and at a rate sufficient
chamber 22 is preferably maintained at a temper- 20 to replace consumed hydrogen and to maintain
ature similar to that maintained in reaction the deuterlum Pressure within the system above
chamber 22 when previously prepared deuterlum the decomposition pressure at the reaction tem-
is reacted with uranium, such temperature being, perature.
for example, between 150° C. and 400° C. As the After the reaction has been completed, the
reaction takes Place, the uranium deuteride tends 25 deuterium introduced causes the pressure to in-
to fall away from the uranium metal thereby ex- crease thus affording a simple method of deter-
posing additional uranium metal for further re- mlning the time at which the hydrjde formation
action. The reaction continues until all of the 1S completed since the pressure increase will be
uranium is converted to uranium deuteride. At visually indicated by the manometer.
a temperature of 300° C. in reaction chamber 22, 30 In order to secure uranium deuteride irl sub-
100 grams of uranium turnings have been con- stantial concentration, it 1s necessary to Pre-
verted to uranium deuteride in less than thirty pare the deuteride from a composition in whfch
minutes and a 100 gram lump of uranium metal the deuterium content ‘lahigh. Normal hydrogen
has been converted to uranium deuteride in less gas contains but a small quantity of deuterlum
than two hours. 35 and fa not suitable for thla purpose and there-

After conversion of the uranium metal to urani- fore a deuterium concentrate which may consist
urn deuteride is substantially completed, the pres- substantfally wholly of deuterhnn or may coi-
nsure in the system increases rapidly as the SUPPIY prise a mixture of llght and heavy hydroeen
of deuterium to the system continues, such ln- whereln the heavy hydrogen content is prepon-
creased pressure in the system being vlaibly indl - 40 derant. Preferably the deuterhun content of the
cated by manometer 38. Stopcock 21 is then deuterium enriched hydrogen should be at least
closed to seal off reaction chamber 22 from the 90 per cent by weight of the total hydrogen. Such
remainder of the system and to permit removal deuterium may be Preparti from deuterium ox-
of the uranium deuteride. Stopcock 6 is also ide enriched water contalnine simJlar concentra-
closed to prevent further generation of deuterium 43 tions of deuterium oxide.
in reduction chamber E. The uranium deuteride The following example is illustrative.
is preferably partially cooled in the atmosphere Example
of gaseous deuterium present in reaction cham-
ber 22 in order to prevent or minimize thermal 2016 grams of powdered uranium tetrafluoride
decomposition of the deuteride at the end of the 50 having a particle sise such that 90 per cent passes
reaction. Where stopcock 2 I is not provided, re-
duction chamber 8 should be maintained at a

a 60 mesh screen, 85 Per cent Passes an 80 mesh

lower temperature than that of reaction chamber
saeen and 50 per cent passes a 200 mesh screen

22 during the coding of the uranium deuteride to
was mixed with 400 grams of metallic magnesium
having a particle size of about 20 mesh, the charge

prevent distillation of deuterium from reaction 55 packed in an iron crucible lined with calohun
chamber 22 to reduction chamber 8 and the con- oxide and the crucible closed. The crucible was
sequent decomposition of the uranium deuteride gradually heated until it reached an outside tem-
during cooling.

The pressure established In reaction chamber 22
perature of about 640° C. Molten metallic ura-
nium and magnesium fluoride formed and the

during hydrogenation and cooling is maintained 60 temperature of the mixture was maintained suf -
at or somewhat above the decomposition pressure flciently high to retain the uranium in molten
of the uranium deuteride. Thus where a tempera-
ture of approximately 300° C. is maintained in

state until the uranium and the magnesium fluo-
ride separated into separate layers whereby upon

the reaction chamber, the decomposition pressure cooling massive uranium having a melting point
65 of 11OO”c.–25” and a density of 19–O.l gramsof the uranium deuteride is approximately 27

millimeters and the uranium deuterfde formed
will decompose at this temperature inta deuterium

per cubic centimeter was secured.
This uranium was formed into turnings and

and uranium metal whenever the deuterium pres- was placed in reaotion chamber 22. 100 grams
sure falls below this value. Continued introduc- of uranium metal, also in the form of turnings,
tion of deuterium into the reaction chamber tends TO were placed in reaction chamber K Flak 3 was
to increase the pressure until it exceeds the de- partially filled with deuterlum oxide concentrate
composition pressure, thereby causing formation
of uranium deuteride. As the deuterhun com-

containing 99 per cent by weight of DaO and
water bath 4 heated to approximately 30” C. Re-

blnes with the uranium, the pressure in the re- ceptacle f6 was fllled with dry iix and acetone.
action chamber tends to decrease and if the prea- 76 with Wpmck t closed and atopcoeks 2 I tutd 29
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open, B vacuumof the order of .1 -*
was obtained fn the system by evaeuatfnif mm
wttaohed to outlet tube 28. St@uk 29 ~ *n
closed, reaction chamber ~ heated to tmm’oxi-
mately ‘7008C. and reaction chamber t2 heated
~ aP~~ 250” C. by furntwe 24. ~ro-
UPOn mk O w OPOXM -d dc@Gfiw o~de
vapor dellvered to chamber 8 for deuterlum for-
mation and the process oonducted as fn’eWwdY
desoribed. The (30?N0rdOn of uranium to Ura-
nium deuteride w= SUbSt4UMI@ comP* in $wo
and a half hours, the completion being lndieated
by manometer 83. Stopcock21 wu dosed, *
apparatus cooled and dlsaaeembled, and the ura-
nium deuteride in the amount of 102.M -
was removed.

Uranium deuteride ta 8 black powder whi~
h&v been found to be a eonventent means of
storing or handling deuterium in a form from
whfch the deuterhun oan be m4? readily 8vail-
able as a pure gas. One gram mole of urdum
deuterlde of a hulk density from 3 to 4, that la,
60 to 80 cubic centimeters of the compound, con-
tains. approximately 3S ~ter$ of de~~ at
atmospheric pressure. Deuterium WI gaseous
form is releasedfrom the urimlum deuterlde by
heating the compound above its decomposition

+$

temperature a e existing pressure.
The appro te decmnposltion temperature of
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The term “uranhun” as used in the following
clal& is intended to include metallic uranium,
physical mixtures of uranium with other mate-
rkals such as tin or other metalllc dendrites, and
alloys in which uranium IS the predominant con-
stituent.

The above detafled description is for purposes
of Illustration and the Invention is to be llmlted
only by the scope of the following claims.

This ar@k%tbn is generally related to my 00-
pendirw application, Serial No. 546,178, fled July
22, 1944, now Patent No. 2,446,780 dated August
10, 1946, which is directed to a Process of Pre-
paring uranium hsxtride.

What IS chimed is:
L The process of preparing uranium deuter-

ide which comprises reducing deuterhun oxide in
a eloaed system to obtain gaseous deuterium and
then reacting the deuterium with uranium in said
swstem.

2. ne pr~ of preparing urardum deutaride
which comprises pamtng deuterium oxide vapor
over a reductng agent in a first reaction zone to
obtain gaseous deuterhun and then pasalng the
generated deuterhun over uranium in a second re-
aetkm zone which is in intercommunication with
the first reactkm aone.
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8
&Thepooessofweparlng uranium deutertde

wh!oh oomprfaea fntrodudm a eompoaitkm in
whtoh the preponderant aqueous compound la
hrutertum oxide into a closed system 60n0rSU136
deuterium oxide vapor at a constant rate in said
system,reaotfng said deuterium oxide vapor and
k reducing agent in a fist reaotion snne in said
system at a temperature auffletent to reduoe the
deuterium oxtde vapor to mtaeous deuterlum,
and then reaottng the deuterium with uranhun in
another reaotion $onelnaaid syst.e matstem-
Parature between 150° C. -d 40@ C.

4. The prooees of premring uranium deuteride
which comprlaea Jntrodudng a composition in
whloli the preponderant aqueous compound is
deuterhun oxide into @ closed system generat-
ing deuterium oxide vapor at a constant rate in
BaM system, re~ttng said deuterhun oxide vapor
and a reducing agent in a first reactkm zone at a
temper@ure suf!tdent to reduce the deuterium
oxtde vapor to gaaeouz deuterlum, dehumidifying
the deuterium and then reacting the deuterlum
with uranium in said system.

5. The process of obtaining uranium deuteride
which oomprlaes introducing deuterhnn oxide fn
a CIOSMIsystem generating deuterhun oxide vapor
at a oonstant rate in said system, reducing add
deuterium oxide vapor to gaseous deutahun at a
constant rate and passing the gaseous deuterlum
into contact with uranium at a temperature be-
tween 1S0’ C. and 400° C. in said system.

6. The process of preparing uranium deuteride
which comprises generating gaseous deuterlum in
a closed system, reacting the deuterium substan-
tially as rapidly as formed with uranium in said
system, and vleually indicating the gas pressure
withtn the system whereby an Increase tn said
Pressure indicates the completion of the reaction
between the deuterhun and the uranium.

7. A method of Preparing uranium deuteride
which comprises introducing a composition in
which the preponderant liquid aqueous compo.
nent IS deuterium oxide into a closed system hav-
ing three zones communicating in series, intro-
ducing a reducing metal into the secOnd zone
and uranium metal into the third zone, heating
the deuterh.un oxide whereby deuterhun oxide va-
Por is generated and forced into the second zone,
heating the second zone to cause interaction of
the reducing metal with the vapor and generate
deuterium gas which 1s forced by the incoming
vapor into the third zone and heathig the third
zone to react the deuterium with the uranium.

ADIOS s. NEWTON.
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